
Operations Developmental Map — Phases and Indicators

5 Recalls addition facts with sums 1010 and related
subtraction facts.

6 Uses compursnonal strategies bused on math
ensancal petiselplrs to learn addition/suboacoon
facts(e.g.,if6+ti=’ I2thenti*7=6+6”- I =
12*1 13).

7 Relates addition and subo’action or 10 to place value
concepts concretely.

mrs

8 Represents a single meaning of molnplica000 in
concerto contests (repeated addition, equivalent
sets. or arrays) using multiplication language Orally
andsytnbolically(e.g..2omes3io6orll ‘53 6).

9 Represents a single meaning of division in concrete
contexts (shaving orgeoupmg using division
language orally and aysnbohcally (e.g., there are
eight 45 in 32 or 32 -‘4 5).

lOUses appropnate mathematical tymbnk todesctibe
concrete multiplication division contents.

II Solves simple open sentences of the forms
avb= .andc—a=awberecisamaltipleofa.
concretely or pictonailv.

12 Solves and creates simple multiplicanon and
division penlilenssby modelling conversely.

ifferent ways

14 Recoils addiSon facts with ssosst Wit and related
subtraction facts

IS Recalls multiplication facts tot x Sand related
division faces

Roueding to estimate

16 Rounds oumbees to a multiple of tO. with concrete
or pictorial support. m order to estimate the tumor
difitirence of two Z.digit numbres.

-‘I—- —

I Relate, addition to nabmaction of whole numbers

2 Uses apprnpnatr mathematical syssibols todmoibe
abstract a&btimi/aubtrucdo,tcmstests inmIvusg
setsole numbers.

3 Solves open addition and subtraction sentences
involving whole numbers,

4 Solves and emotes addition and subtraction
pmblemt tnsolvtng stbole numbers.

I Distinguishes between situations involving whole
numbers that require moos aasswees and thote
where estimate, are nafflelast bemuse of the
numbers insstlsod (e.g., eompaeing the total pomit
of two competitors when the scores are dose as
compared so when they are not dose).

9 Uses multiple oseaninge of nsidtipltcation trepeated
addison, equivalent sets, arrays, ares of a rectangle,
and mulnplicamo compansoons in concrete and
abstract contexts involving whole numbers,

lOUses multiple naeanings of divinon (gensaptog and
shating) tisoolning whole numbers,

It Ores appmpnatr mathematical symbols to describe
abstract multiplication and division contents
iatsotving whole numbers

t2llolvesopensessteasoesofthefonnsaxb= aand
c—a a where one factorisa l.dlgitnumberand
the product ts less than 1000.

13 Solon and creates simple multiplication problems
involving whole nuntbers (3digis’5 l.digit(.

Using computational strategies

II C Csrn’.fL.S.:. based on math’
ensatical psiexiples to learn multiplimoon facts
(e.g.,d 208 l6,then4 0Sl6*i6 m 32.

IS lnterpsetsdtvtobth tyinteetsisofamuttipliratise
telauombip (e.g., finds the number of 3s us 24 by
dendingby what to multiply 3 to get 24).

16 Relates multiplication by 15 and t00 to place value
concepts cononteip

17 Eoplaim procedures fnrmulo’digst whole number
addition and esbn’actian, using langsiage that
densonstrates understaasdltsg of the operations
(e.g., for 50- 37, twgeoiap 00 aS40 + 10. and don
nsbmacs7frnm 10).

Is Peefaenss messol addition and subtraction with
any 2.digil and t.digit whole numbers.

______

21 Rounds whole numbers so multiples of powers of
to in order to esntssate a stare ordi%astnce.

24 Adds and subtracts whole numbers wsth up to
S dagsu symbolically.

25 Mubtpties and diodes 2digst and 3’dtgis whole
nunsbersby t.digit whole numbers with and wsthosi
Ow use of concrete materials.

2 Uses madvimatival ptusdplm (stash us monwututive
and/or ussoCsadw) torertame moltidigis whole
numbers bs order to caktduse (e.g., renames 3s + 12
as 40 + to).

3 Satsendadse teladonultip between uddidenussd
suhecaciloss of whole nwnbees to decimal valsans,

4 Uses mathematical principles (sods as msnmaamtive
and)m ususciathur to rmame dednsaln in order to
calculate (e.g.. renames 3.8 + 5.2 as 4 + 5).

5 Soheo and osrasmnddidonundnabmsdsoss
peoblenin insnlsingsimple decimals using formal

6 Solonoponwntencmofthrfnrnviaxb= a.
c - a = a. and a 0 = a

7 Solon and swaIns penhietns hsvolvtisg all four
operatisuss with whole nsaanbers.

Treats rertsalasdms that muds from dividing wisole
numbers appswpdasely akpessding ass dvi contmr.

nfatingsavises between tiasaations titsulsmg whole
oumhess that seqstire mace answers and those foe
wisichertisnates are sufficient because of the
withers insdo

Multiplying and dividing with decimals

13 Loplaisu procedures foraddition and nthctacrion of
simple dmbssab, safasg langoage that demonstrates
uauleessandingof the operations.

It Esplaitsu psootdorns for multiplying and dhsdingby
2.digttnemuid.digitnumbens, with and without
casoreve ma

IS Pe,tiseossoote multiplications wIth wirolemsotbers
mentally (e.g., relates multiplication ho IS, 1W. or
t000topince value macquo, orrokulates 3 0 35
mersmllybyaddhsg3 0 25W3 XIS).

17 Rounds whale numbers to multiple, of possess of
loin order so esthuavi a product.

It Rounds decimals to the tearest wtsolr or half (0.5)
so estimate a sum ordifitirretce

19 Mentally multiplies wtsole numbers by whole
numberpoweesof to.

20 Multiplies and dioidm1, I.dig,t whole numbers

21 Multiplies 2.digst by Z’thgit whole numbers
symbolically

Computing with decimals

________________

22 F.,...o..,.,. o..aitc5a deroasul tenths usulbundieddot,
napported by the use of concrete materials.

23 Madtiplimdedtmh by t’thgit whole numbers

PR1ME

2 Solves prnblessss lmotnmgaddition and subtraction
with decimals.

3 Diswsgttishes between situations involving dnninsals
that requite macv answers and those for winds
essinsates ate mfflcient because of the nnnibas
mrdsed (e.g. deciding Wynn have enough mutiny
to pay for two itenss when post have just about the
rigltt amount of money nompaeed to haosng lots
mow than you need).

4 Recogasions thus any digits after thr decimal point
isa calctdasorguotiout indicate that there oa

Recognizes that then are diflitrent nsumases that
might be appropriate. depasdingost the context
and(orOwmambers involved (e.g., the average
seme cmabl be de.soalbed at $4 or SR. dnpessdingon
whedserthe scores are reported to the nearest
whole numberoe the tseaaesr msddple of 5).

6 Solon and errors simple peobleow uwolvsng whole
numbers and decimals,

9 Cltonsns onappenpnatr method formtattiplying and
dividing whole nuisthers and decimals, dnpersding on
the numbers involted.

10 Peeforsns mental maltiplhotion and divinon with
whole nunters when the numbers are suitably
‘rg..ZOc 1loe423—4).

It Performs multiplication of whole otatssbrrs and
decimals, and division of whole numbers using
place value msscepn (e.g., mtdaplienbyu.t or 0.01,
and divhire by 15,100, or l000

12 Roandv u’lsole ntatnbesste multiples of powers
of lOin order to muanaw aquotinsst.

13 Uses multiple benchssark numbers to round wholr
numbers tofind nanw. didnrencrs. pnsducit, and
qustieon(r.g..S2 x tliobetwrenS00and000).

14 Rounds decimals to wholes so estimate a product.

10 Mentally adds, subtracts, and muloplimdeomals
with whole number powers sf18.

16 Mentally muldpbea whole nvwbresanddecimalnby
drdsssal powers nf IS (e.g.. 0. I. 0.01,

17 Adds and subsractodeosnal twsths and hundredths.
and wbok numbers beyond 10000 symbolically.

IS Diordos decinsab by l.ihgit whole numbers.
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I Reports the rendtsof coothutiasgoc1oining
(far adding) and taksng astor orseparaung
(Re subtracting. presented concretely and at

a cmstnfl.

I Uses mnceesenuasrnals to relate vwioso meanings
of suberacuon ,e g. brows 12—7 Scan mean
hosemssdtmoreis lZthan assd t2talseaway).

2 Rebses addition so subtraction concretely

Phase 3 I
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Fonmat operaf inns with whole manbersa flsaetscy with whole nsarssbee operatiwss Rsanncywlthwisole ,uansbee and decimal npeeatisen;
Concrete operalinns with decimals Formal opesutiom with decimals Concrete operations with hstegeev and fractions
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3 Uses appropriate mathematical symbols, ns.luthng
the equals symbol, to describe concrete addition

-, subtraction contruvi,
4 Solsuosimple open sesttestces uf the foessso

a +b ‘ , c—a = . and a 5’ a c abstractly

5 Solves and creates addtdnn and subtrsctims
ptohlrmn concretely by modelling and with
2.digis and s’dsgis numbers using a
calctdator

‘n assl subt.”’ egiesrshnle numbers

2 Uses counting all usa strategy (or adding and
subtracting concretely.

I Solon cumples addition and subtraction problems
with whole numbers uong avutiesy of methods,

6 Uses enospootional orasogiesbasedonmath.
ensa&al peissciples to peristem some additions
and mbtractions (e.g.. addum poets).

7 Relater addition and subtraction of whole numbers
-and Inor los to place odor ronceptv symbolically.

Adding and subtracting decimals and fractions

8 Relater addition to solo,.:,. .r.iS bus.,.

concretely
1 Adds simple frauiosnsemoretety

3 Adds repeatedly m “multiplication timatious.”
but does notate the formal tymbolism of s.

4 Subtracts repeatedly in d,sisionsisuationu.”
bus does nor me the formal symbolism of-.

Concept 3 does not apply to this phase

Concept I
aitbon leads tea total
and subtraction, indicates
what’S missing, Addetios, and
vnbttadioas are inbinsacally

Concept 2
Multiplication and division
are extensions of addition and
subtraction, Multiplication and
dioision are intrinsically related.

Concept 3
There ate many algorithms
for performing a given
operation with multi.digit
numbers.

Skull
Recal(v facts.

SkiN 2
Uses standard mental math
and estimation procedures
with multi.digit numbers.

SkiN 3
Computes with multidigit
whole numbers and dec)rnalv
using pencil and paper without
the aid of a calculator.

to Usm the relatiosssltipbetween multiplication
aeddivition to solve problems involving whole

II Relates multiplication by powers of loin place
value cotwepes symbnlicallp

13 lovetus “personal procrdurev for adding and
subtracting numbers, th and without the
suppon of concrete materials.

ill Uses nmltiple meaomgv of moldpiltion and
division of decimals.

Ui,tfisIsin. iiuff.r.ntItt

14 Perfaenss wnsol addition and sohviacuon with
appropriate wisole numbers.

19 Eaptaimprocedoem for multiplication of whole
mimbers (2.digls by Iubgltl and division of whole
numbors(S’digllby I digit and2.digitby Isligitl.
with and without concrete materials.

7 Chooses an appropriate method for adding and
subuadsngwtsolr numbers and decimals.
depending on the numbers involted.

Perfisensi nsenral addition and atabseacison with
some decinsals (e.g.. 0.9 or 0.99).

Skill I dens nnrapplytothis phase.

20 Recalls multiplication llictsto 9 x 9 and mutt
related division facts.

Skill 2 does not apply to this phase.

Skills does not appiy to this phase

Shill I does not apply in this phase.

Mestailycalcalatiog______________________

17 Mentally adds and subtracts rounded numbers
when only one fact nwquired (e.g.. 20 * 401,

to Menially adds and rohtraco to.

h whoie numbers

19 Adds three ‘digit numbers mentally or
supported by theme of converse materials

22 Mentally adds and subtracts wlsole numbers and 10
and tOO

23 Mentally malopbes whole numbers by It and too.


